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The impedance spectroscopy measurements were used to investigate the separated 

contributions of diamond grains and grain boundaries (GBs), giving an insight of p-type to n-

type conductivity conversion in O+-implanted ultrananocrystalline diamond (UNCD) films. It 

is found that both diamond grains and GBs promote the conductivity in O+-implanted UNCD 

films, in which GBs make at least half contribution. The p-type conductivity in O+-implanted 

samples is a result of H-terminated diamond grains, while n-type conductive samples is 

closely correlated to O-terminated O+-implanted diamond grains and GBs in the films. The 

results also suggest that low resistance of GBs is preferable to obtain high mobility n-type 

conductive UNCD film. 
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Diamond is a promising material as a semiconductor for the fabrication of high 

performance electronic devices. The diamond p-n junction is a fundamental basic component 

to fabricate electronic devices. However, the preparation of high-quality shallow-donor n-

type diamond remains a challenging task. Many researchers have studied dopants including 

nitrogen, sulfur, oxygen and phosphorous inserted into single or polycrystalline diamond by 

ion-implantation or growth during chemical vapour deposition (CVD) process.1-3 

Substitutional nitrogen acted as donors that caused electrical conduction with an activation 

energy of ≈1.7 eV in natural diamond, which was too high for room-temperature activation.4 

Studies on diamond-containing phosphorous donors showed that the activation energy for 

conduction was 0.4-0.6 eV.2,5-8 Room-temperature mobility up to ~660 cm2V-1s-1 for a single 

crystal diamond film with a phosphorus concentration of 7 × 1016 cm-3 was achieved.6  

Inversion channel metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors were recently fabricated 

based on phosphorus-doped diamond.9 However, the carriers provided to the conduction band 

by phosphorus ionization is very limited at low doping concentrations. At room temperature 

the ionization level is only 10-5-10-6.10 Heavy P-doping technique was needed to induce 

hopping conduction, which increased the density of free carriers at room temperature for 

device fabrication such as junction field-effect transistors.11-13  With a high dopant 

concentration above ~1020 cm-3, the conduction mechanism is described as hopping 

conduction with activation energy in the order of 0.05 eV as shown by Kato et al.14  

Ultrananocrystalline diamond (UNCD) film has a unique microstructure composed of 

nanocrystalline diamond and grain boundaries (GBs) with potential n-type doped properties. 

It was reported that nitrogen doped UNCD film exhibits n-type conductivity with the 

mobility of 1-5 cm2V-1s-1 and activation energy below 10 meV.15 This conductivity was due 

to the manipulation of the nanostructure of the material, leading to the enhanced sp2 regions 

and midgap states in GBs.16 Theoretical modelling also showed that nitrogen promoted π 

bonded states within the GBs, resulting in an impurity band near the Fermi level.17 It was 

suggested that nitrogen induced percolated paths in the GB regions and therefore increases 

the n-type conductivity.18 Lithium was also reported to enhance n-type conductivity in 

UNCD films by promoting the formation of disordered carbon nanochannels in GBs.19 

However, the high conductivity was required at the cost of mobilities due to the disordered 

nature of UNCD films.16 The nitrogen or lithium atoms tend to be located at GBs during 
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CVD process, seldomly incorporated into diamond grains, thus diamond grains are likely to 

be highly resistive in UNCD films.  

Once impurity atoms are incorporated into diamond by non-equilibrium events such as 

ion-implantation, such atoms would prefer to induce defects in diamond grains, which will 

supply a conductive path along diamond grains in UNCD films. Our previous work prepared 

both p-type and n-type conductive UNCD films by O ion implantation.20 A novel conduction 

model was proposed that O+-implanted diamond grains supplied n-type conductivity, while 

GBs gave a current path to the UNCD films.20 However, there is no direct evidence neither to 

distinguish the contributions of diamond grains and GBs to the conductivity of these films 

nor to give the insight of conductivity transformation from p-type to n-type.  

Impedance spectroscopy (IS) has been widely utilized to study the conduction paths 

within a range of conductive and less conductive materials.21,22 Its strength lies in the ability 

to identify the individual components contributing to the overall conductivity. It has also been 

used to characterize the conduction paths in polycrystalline, nanocrystalline diamond films 

and diamond MOS structures at various biases.23-27 Here, IS and temperature dependent 

current-voltage (I-V) technique were used to understand the conduction mechanism and 

obtain the inherent insight of conductivity transition in O+-implanted UNCD films. This has 

significance in the preparation of nanocrystalline diamond based devices.	

UNCD films were deposited by a hot filament CVD system on single crystal silicon 

(111) wafers. The as-deposited UNCD films were treated as substrates where O ion 

implantation was performed at room temperature with 90 keV and dose of 1012 cm-2.20 For 

room-temperature implantation, there existed a universal critical damage density, 1022 

vacancies/cm3, which, when exceeded, resulted in the complete graphitization of heavily 

damaged diamond crystals upon annealing.28 It was reported that the critical dose of O ion 

implantation was 1016 cm-2 at room temperature with dose energy of 90 keV in UNCD films29, 

which means the damage caused by ion implantation in this work can be annealed back after 

annealing. The implanted samples were annealed at 500, 650, 725, 800, 900, 1000 oC for 30 

min with the pressure of 4000 Pa (80% N2 and 20% O2),20 named as O12500, O12650, 

O12725, O12800, O12900 and O121000, respectively. The annealing at 900 oC for 30 min 

was performed on as-deposited UNCD film (sample 900-A) to analyse the role of annealing 

on the electrical properties of UNCD films. Ti (500 nm)/Au (300 nm) contacts were made on 

the surface of films and I-V measurements at room temperature showed that ohmic-contacts 

formed. Hall effects measurements were performed on the samples on the Accent HL5500 
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Hall system. The impedance properties of samples were determined using AUTOLAB 

potentiostatgalvanostat connected with a four-probe station covering the frequency range 

from 0.01 Hz to 10 MHz. The distance between electrodes was kept constant at 2 mm to 

obtain comparable results. Temperature dependent I-V measurements were carried out by 

Agilent B1500A Semiconductor Device Analyzer.  

The Hall effect measurement results of samples are listed in Tab. 1. It shows that the as-

deposited sample is p-type conductive while it becomes n-type conductive after 900 oC 

annealing with Hall mobility values increasing from 17.6 to 31.3 cm2.V-1.s-1. In O+-implanted 

samples, the conductivity changes from p-type to n-type as annealing temperature (Ta) 

increasing above 800 oC. The Hall mobility values are in the range of 1-18 cm2.V-1.s-1 in p-

type conductive samples and 4-126 cm2.V-1.s-1 in n-type samples.  

IS measurements were carried out to explore the insight into the conductivity transition 

from p-type to n-type. The cross-section of the fabricated device is shown in Fig. 1(a), and a 

double resistance-capacitance (RC) parallel model in series was used to simulate the 

electrical conduction contribution from diamond grains and GBs, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). 

The resistance between the electrode and diamond films was taken into account during 

practical measurements, here defined as Re. Each parallel RC equivalent circuit model fitted 

each Cole-Cole semicircle accurately. The fitting procedure used here was the same as the 

one described by Kleitz and Kennedy and allowed the determination of resistance and 

relaxation frequencies with a good precision.30 Here the symbols Rg, Rb, Cg, Cb represent the 

resistance (R) and capacitance (C) of diamond grains and GBs, respectively. The impedance 

as a complex number, is expressed in supplementary materials. 	

Fig. 2(a) shows the Bode plots measured for the silicon substrate, as-deposited sample, 

sample 900-A and O12 series samples. The low frequency impedance value of the silicon 

substrate is lower than 103 Ω, which means the effect of current condition through the silicon 

substrate on the measured resistance was estimated to be less than 1 % over the frequency 

range and thus could be ignored, as a similar assumption has been used previously by 

others.31,32 It is observed that the impedance values of all samples gradually decrease with 

frequency increasing. They are nearly the same at high frequency, meaning that the 

conductive behaviour in this region is quite similar in these samples. The low frequency 

impedance values of O12 series samples, sample 900-A and as-deposited sample are in the 

range of 104-105 Ω, which are several orders of magnitude smaller than those of 

nanocrystalline diamond films (106 Ω),26 detonation nanodiamonds (109 Ω)33 and  
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phosphorus-doped single crystalline diamond film (109 Ω)34 at room temperature. This means 

that UNCD films are more conductive.  

Specifically, the low impedance value of as-deposited sample is 28 kΩ. It increases to 

40 kΩ in sample O12500 and decreases to 20 kΩ in sample O12650. As Ta increases from 

650 to 900 oC, it gradually increases and reaches 45 kΩ in sample O12900. It is observed that 

the values of samples O12900 and O121000 are close to each other, and they are the highest 

among these samples. Note that the impedance value of sample O12500 is higher than that of 

sample O12800 at low frequency, while it becomes lower as frequency increases. This also 

indicates that there are at least two components participating in the conductivity. It is found 

that the low impedance values of p-type conductive O+-implanted UNCD films tend to be 

lower than those of n-type conductive UNCD films. As the microstructure of nanocrystalline 

diamond grains and GBs inevitably change at different Ta, the total impedance are required to 

be resolved into more refined data to analyse the contribution of each part.  

Fig. 2(b) shows the characteristic Cole-Cole plots measured for O12 series samples, 

sample 900-A and as-deposited sample in the whole frequency range of 100 Hz-10 MHz. It is 

observed that the semicircular response in sample O12500 is accompanied by an additional 

semicircle which extends to low frequencies, in which high frequency response is incomplete 

and measured as an arc due to the limited measuring range. There are also two semicircles 

extracted in the samples except for sample O12900, indicating that there exists two 

conductive paths. However, for sample O12900, one semicircle means that one conductive 

path plays a dominant role in the conductivity.  

In order to understand the responses quantitatively, the resistance and capacitance values 

were extracted according to the double RC parallel model shown in Fig. 1(a) and listed in 

Table 2. It can be seen that the semicircular response at low frequency displays a capacitance 

value in the range of 1-9 nF, whereas the high frequency region has a capacitance of 70-110 

pF. For polycrystalline materials, it is well-established that capacitance values in picofarad 

levels arise from the contribution to the impedance measurement from crystal grains, while 

nanofarad level responses can be attributed to GBs.35 It is therefore clear that both 

nanocrystalline diamond grains and GBs in UNCD films contribute to the electrical 

characteristics being measured. 

The Re values listed in Table 2 remain in 1.4-1.7 kΩ, which means that the ohmic 

contact is stable in these samples, as well as the good condition of testing. It is observed that 

the Rg value of as-deposited sample is 25.9 kΩ, and it significantly decreases to 4.5 kΩ in 
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sample 900-A. This implies that 900 oC annealing decreases the resistance of diamond grains 

in UNCD films. After O ions implantation, the Rg values of samples O12500, O12650, and 

O12725 decrease to 19.4, 15.7 and 24.9 kΩ compared to that of as-deposited sample, 

respectively. With Ta increasing to 800, 900 and 1000 oC, Rg values dramatically increase to 

29.2, 44.6 and 30.4 kΩ, respectively. It is found that low-impedance nanocrystalline diamond 

grains give more contribution to p-type conductive O+-implanted UNCD films while high-

impedance grains promote n-type conductive films. Note that sample 900-A also exhibits n-

type conduction despite the low impedance value of diamond grains, indicating there is 

another factor promoting n-type conductivity. 

Table 2 shows that the Rb values are much lower than those of Rg in all these samples, 

indicating GBs are more conductive than diamond grains in UNCD films. The Rb value of 

sample 900-A is 2.2 kΩ, slightly higher than 1.4 kΩ in as-deposited sample. It reveals that 

annealing mainly decreases the impedance of diamond grains rather than GBs. The Rb value 

of sample O12500 increases to 19.2 kΩ, close to the Rg value, which means diamond grains 

and GBs almost make the equal contribution to the conductivity. Also, the Rb value of sample 

O12500 is much higher than that of as-deposited sample, indicating that the GBs become 

more resistive. This is probably because of the imperfection induced by ion bombardment 

which cannot be recovered at low temperature annealing. The Rb values are 2.8, 2.8, 7.6, 13.0 

kΩ in samples O12650, O12725, O12800 and O121000, respectively. The resistance of GBs 

is too low to be detected compared to diamond grains in sample O12900, meaning that its 

GBs are very conductive. Our previous work20 showed that graphene nanoribbons formed in 

GBs of samples 900-A and O12900 (much more formed in sample O12900), making GBs a 

highly conductive network. When Ta reaches 1000 oC, the conductive GB network was 

destroyed by higher temperature annealing,20 leading to the increase of the impedance of GBs.  

The ratio of Rg to Rb (Rg/Rb) value is calculated and listed in Table 2 to estimate the 

conductivity contribution in UNCD films. This value for as-deposited sample is 18.5, the 

highest among these samples, which means the GBs make the largest contribution. It 

dramatically decreases to 2.0 for sample 900-A, indicating that the contribution of diamond 

grains sharply increases. In samples O12500, O12650 and O12725, the Rg/Rb values are 1.0, 

5.6 and 8.9, respectively, which are lower than that of as-deposited sample. The contribution 

of diamond grains to conductivity is increased by both diamond grains themselves and higher 

resistances of GBs, while it is resulted from the increasing resistances of GBs in sample 

O12800. It is observed that the value for sample O12900 is undetectable because of the low 
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impedance of GBs compared to diamond grains. This implies that GBs make majority 

contribution to the conductivity. The Rg/Rb value for samples O121000 is 2.3, indicating that 

diamond grains provide more support in the conductivity when the nanoribbon network is 

destroyed.  

The impedance results show that both diamond grains and GBs contribute to the 

conductivity in O+- implanted samples, in which GBs are more active. The contribution of 

diamond grains increases after implantation and annealing, except for sample O12900. It is 

found that the resistances of diamond grains in p-type conductive samples are lower than 

those in n-type conductive samples, which means low resistance of diamond grains promotes 

p-type conductivity while high resistance promotes n-type conductivity in O+-implanted 

UNCD films. It is also observed that the mobility value of sample 900-A is an order of 

magnitude lower than that of sample O12900, which is consistent with the resistance of 

diamond grains. The contribution of diamond grains also relies on the resistance of GBs in 

each sample, because the resistances of GBs vary after different temperature annealing. It is 

noted that the Hall mobility values for sample O12900 is 126 cm2.V-1.s-1, which is much 

higher than those of p-type samples (1-18 cm2.V-1.s-1). This indicates that conductive GBs 

help increase mobility values in n-type UNCD films more effectively than in p-type UNCD 

films. This is in agreement with that mobility in sample 900-A is higher than that in as-

deposited sample. The mobility value is still low in samples O12800 and O121000, where the 

resistances of GBs are much higher than that of sample O12900.  

Many researchers reported that H-terminated diamond was conductive while O-

terminated diamond was insulating.36-38 The O-terminated diamond surface vanished after 

400 oC annealing in vacuum.39 While Thomas Lechleitner et al.40 oxidized nanocrystalline 

diamond films by thermal post-processing at 400 oC with 21 % oxygen rendering, resulting in 

the O-termination of nanocrystalline diamond films.  These results show that the status of O-

terminated diamond surface heavily depends on the annealing atmosphere. Unlike the oxygen 

desorption behaviour annealed in vacuum, samples in this work were annealed in quartz tube 

with limited air remaining and XPS results proved that the surface of diamond grains 

gradually changed from H-terminated to O-terminated as Ta increases in O+-implanted 

samples.20 (See supplementary materials Figure S1) As one of the source gases during CVD 

process, hydrogen makes the diamond grains H-terminated and such surface induces p-type 

surface conductivity.41 This is in agreement with impedance measurement results, where the 

nanocrystalline diamond grains in p-type are more conductive than those in n-type O+-
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implanted films. The surface of diamond grains in O+-implanted UNCD films is oxidized to 

be O-terminated when Ta is above 800 oC, making the Rg value higher than that of as-

deposited sample. This suggests that the transition of p-type conductivity to n-type in O+-

implanted samples when Ta increases from 725 to 800 oC is closely correlated to the diamond 

grains. 

It had also been reported that the H-terminated surface was irreversibly destroyed after 

750 oC and above temperature annealing.42 Hydrogen bonding to the diamond grain surface 

and GBs in nanodiamond films was stable up to elevated temperatures of ~800 oC and then 

decomposed at higher temperatures.43 This is in consistent with IS result that H-terminated 

diamond surface changes to O-terminated in the Ta range of 725-800 oC. The H-terminated 

diamond surface had localized surface states in the band gap which would comprise the 

electron conductivity in n-type doping as they were expected to act as electron traps.44 The 

dramatically reduced value of the resistance of diamond grains in sample 900-A reveals the 

surface change of grains after 900 oC annealing. The energy band structure at the surface of 

oxidized UNCD films showed a large density of states within the expected diamond band gap 

resulting from sp2 carbon in the GBs or other surface states related to the termination. This 

suggests that GBs also play an important role in the conductivity transition when hydrogen 

bondings decomposed from diamond grains. π-bonded states originated from GBs were 

reported to be responsible for the n-type conductivity in N-doped UNCD films with an 

activation energy below 10 meV.15 As the measuring temperature increases to 400 oC, the 

corresponding activation energy increases to 0.05-0.15 eV.45 It is likely that p-type 

conductivity is induced by the H-terminated diamond grains, while GBs induce n-type 

conductivity after hydrogen bondings decomposed at higher annealing temperature, which 

explains the p-type to n-type conductivity conversion from as-deposited sample to sample 

900-A.	However, oxygen also induced an n-type conductive layer with an activation energy 

of about 0.32 eV in single crystalline diamond by ion implantation.46 It is thus not clear 

whether GBs or oxygen ions induce n-type conductivity in samples O12900 and O121000. 

Temperature dependant I-V measurements were carried out to estimate the activation 

energy of samples O12650, O12900, 900-A and as-deposited sample, as shown in Fig. 

3．The activation energy values for these samples are 0.10 eV, 0.11 eV, 0.04 eV and 0.11 eV, 

respectively. The activation energy of H-terminated surface conductivity is 3-20 meV in 

single and polycrystalline diamond films,47 which is much lower than those of as-deposited 

sample and sample O12650. Ohmagariet et al.48 reported an activation energy of about 0.1 
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eV in B-doped p-type conductive UNCD films, in which conduction mechanism remains 

unknown. The activation energy of H-terminated diamond grains is too low compared to 

overall activation energy of the film. While for the n-type conductive samples, the activation 

energy of sample 900-A is 0.04 eV, which is lower than that of sample O12900, indicating 

the mechanism of n-type conductivity is different. As the H-terminated diamond surface 

destroyed and graphene nanoribbons formed in sample 900-A, π-bonded states originated 

from GBs are responsible for the n-type conductivity. The activation energy of sample 

O12900 is lower than 0.32 eV but higher than 0.04 eV, which can be regarded as the 

combination of π-bonded states and O-terminated diamond promoting n-type conduction 

together. The oxygen ions make diamond grains activated in n-type conduction when Ta is 

above 800 oC, where the transportation of electrons largely relies on the conductivity of GBs. 

In this way, samples annealed at 900 oC, which have lower impedance values of GBs than 

those samples annealed at 800 and 1000 oC, form a conductive network of electrons to obtain 

high mobility n-type UNCD films.  

In summary, the impedance spectroscopy results directly evidence the contributions of 

both diamond grains and GBs to the conductivity, and give an insight of conductivity 

transformation from p-type to n-type in O+-implanted UNCD films. The results show that 

GBs make at least half contribution. The p-type conductivity in O+-implanted samples is 

resulted from H-terminated diamond grains, while n-type conductive samples has a close 

relation to O-terminated O+-implanted diamond grains and GBs in the UNCD films. The 

results also suggest that low resistance of GBs is preferable to obtain high mobility n-type 

conductive UNCD films. These UNCD films have applications in electrochemical electrodes, 

field emission, heterostructures, high-temperature stable ohmic contacts and ion-sensitive 

field-effect transistor in harsh environment. 

  

 

Supplementary material 

See supplementary material for the complex impedance and XPS results of samples. 
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Table 1 The Hall effects values of as-deposited sample, sample 900-A, and O12 series samples 
annealed at different temperatures 20 

Sample 

Sheet 
resistance 

(104 Ω/ 
square) 

Hall 
coefficient 

(m2C-1) 

Hall 
mobility 

(cm2V-1s-1) 

Sheet carrier 
concentration 
( 1013 cm-2) 

As-deposited  2.24 39.5 17.6 1.58 

900-A 0.66 -20.6 31.3 -3.03 

O12500 1.31 9.91 7.56 6.29 

O12650 2.30 2.45 1.07 25.4 

O12725 2.83 11.50 4.08 5.41 

O12800 3.55 -16.30 4.58 -3.84 

O12900 1.28 -162 126 -0.386 

O121000 2.43 -19.10 7.86 -3.27 
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Table 2 Resistance and capacitances values of O+-implanted UNCD films fitted from impedance 
spectroscopy  

Sample Re (kΩ) Rg(kΩ) Cg (pF) Rb(kΩ) Cb(nF) Rg/Rb 

As-deposited 1.4 25.9 71.4 1.4 2.2 18.5 

900-A 1.5 4.5 105.0 2.2 7.5 2.0 

O12500 1.5 19.4 78.4 19.2 1.7 1.0 

O12650 1.4 15.7 74.9 2.8 1.5 5.6 

O12725 1.5 24.9 72.0 2.8 5.8 8.9 

O12800 1.6 29.2 79.5 7.6 3.9 3.8 

O12900 1.5 44.6 68.4 - - - 

O121000 1.7 30.4 94.3 13.0 8.3 2.3 
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Figure captions： 

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagram of the cross-section of the sample. (b) Equivalent circuit for the 

electrical response of a UNCD sample with contributions from diamond grains (g) and grain 

boundaries (b), and the electrode interface (e). 

Fig. 2 (Color online) (a) Bode plots measured for as-deposited sample, sample 900-A and O12 series 

samples. (b) The characteristic Cole-Cole plots measured for as-deposited sample, sample 900-A 

and O12 series samples. 

Fig. 3 (Color online) Temperature dependence of resistance from I-V measurement of as-deposited 

sample, samples 900-A, O12650 and O12900. Linear curve fitting from 20-100 oC shows activation 

energy values are 0.11 eV, 0.04 eV, 0.10 eV and 0.11 eV, respectively.	
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Fig. 2 
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Fig. 3 
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